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CEO CORNER
2020 was undoubtedly a tough year due
to the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic,
however 2021 has proven to be even more
challenging for the UK and North East
passenger vehicle sector as the industry
continues to face significant supply chain
issues, largely down to the current global
semiconductor shortage. The total UK
production fell to its lowest level since 1956
and 45% down on the pre covid 5-year
average.
On a positive note, the transition to electrified vehicles has been a strong point for
2021. Today they account for 46% of all new car sales in the UK, and the off-highway
sector is buoyant with sales in construction and earthmoving equipment 48% above
their 2020 levels across the UK. Sales in the region were a staggering 75% over 2020
levels.
In 2019 we set out our vision for the North East Automotive Alliance to be the catalyst
through which the North East becomes the location of choice for automotive
investment in Europe, and that the region will be recognised as a true automotive
powerhouse with a very dynamic, forward looking and competitive supply
chain, and strengths research, development and innovation in new automotive
technologies and manufacturing processes.
The North East automotive sector remains a beacon of productivity with exceptional
workforce productivity and high levels of automation, and as we start to see more
certainty about semiconductor supply and the continued move to an electrified
future, we should start to see production beginning to increase throughout the
year. However, the electrification agenda is not the solely focused on passenger
vehicles, the off-highway sector and commercial vehicles sectors are investing in
electrification as we stride towards meeting our NetZero targets.

The NEAA is supported by

While every care has been taken to ensure
that all material is accurate at the time of
going to press, the NEAA cannot accept
responsibility for errors or omissions and no
liability is accepted for omission or failure from
any cause.
All advertisements are accepted only on
the grounds that they comply with the terms
of the Trade Descriptions Act 1968 and all
other relevant legislation. The inclusion of an
advertisement cannot be constructed as an
endorsement by the NEAA, their employees
or agents.
No material in this publication may be
reproduced in any form without prior written
consent from the NEAA.
The NEAA SME project is receiving up to
£669,000 of funding from the England
European Regional Development Fund
(ERDF) as part of the European Structural and
Investment Funds Growth Programme 20142020. The Department for Communities and
Local Government is the Managing Authority
for ERDF.
Established by the European Union, ERDF funds
help local areas stimulate their economic
development by investing in projects which
will support innovation, businesses, create jobs
and local community regenerations. For more
information visit:
www.gov.uk/european-growth-funding
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We are making strides to become the location of choice for automotive investment
with unprecedented levels announced over the past 18 months. Throughout 2022 I
am sure we will continue to see new investment coming to the region as we further
enhance our regional capability.
However, to truly achieve our vision we must develop more R&D and innovation
activity here in the North East. Again, we have seen some significant developments
thanks to the establishment of the DER Industrialisation Centre and the 5G
Connected and Automated Logistics projects, but we have a long way to go to
just catch up with other regions. The Governments Levelling Up agenda should
be the perfect vehicle; we need to establish a strong R&D base in order to create
the conditions which will 1) Stimulate more R&D/innovation activity 2) increase the
regions share of R&D/innovation funding and 3) increase business birth rates as a
direct result.
In December, Rohan Kohli left the NEAA to join CPI. Rohan was a tremendous asset
to the NEAA and well-liked by the membership. We wish Rohan the very best in his
new career. I’m delighted to announce that Joe Routledge joined the NEAA as
Membership Manager in February. Joe has worked with the NEAA for a number of
years and will no doubt be a great addition to the team.
Paul Butler / CEO / NEAA
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NEAA NEWS

NEAA WELCOMES JOE ROUTLEDGE
TO THE TEAM
The NEAA has appointed a new member
of staff who will take the reins of business
development and account management
for the growing automotive cluster.
Joe Routledge, who is a friendly and familiar face across the
automotive and wider manufacturing sector, has joined the
NEAA as Membership Manager. He will be responsible for
managing a number of NEAA’s membership accounts, as
well as developing new member relationships and supporting
various funded programmes.
Having spent the past nine years working within the North East,
including with NEAA research and development tax credits
partner, Lumo, Joe has built a wealth of contacts and strong
relationships.
Recently working with Lumo, Joe developed a strong working
relationship with the NEAA team, helping members to maximise
their research and development tax credits and other tax
saving opportunities.
In his role as Membership Manager, he will continue to build
his network, utilising it to grow the membership and create
opportunities to share best practice and collaborate.
Paul Butler, CEO at the NEAA said of his appointment; “We are
delighted to welcome Joe to the team. He has built an excellent
reputation within the North East business community and I am
confident he will hit the ground running given he already has a
number of established relationships with our members.

“The NEAA team is invigored by his appointment and has the
utmost conviction he will add great value to the work we do on
behalf of members.
“With Joe’s help, we will firmly establish our account
management process to ensure companies in the network are
maximising their membership and seeing the true value from our
regional automotive cluster.”
Joe commented: “Having worked with the NEAA over the last
three years as part of my role at Lumo, it was obvious there is a
shared passion amongst the team for the North East automotive
sector and a drive to promote and develop the businesses
within it.
“The recent news that Britishvolt has selected the North East as
their primary site and with Envision AESC expanding, is evidence
much of the automotive sector is thriving despite the recent
pandemic.
“My priority is to meet with members and discuss how I can help
them to get the most from their membership and what we can
do to support them further.”
You can contact Joe Routledge, Membership Manager on
M: +44 (0) 7841 324 323
E: jroutledge@northeastautomotivealliance.com

MARCH 2022
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NEAA NEWS

HELPING MEMBERS TACKLE RISING
ENERGY COSTS AS INFLATION
REACHES 30-YEAR HIGH
Members of the NEAA
Energy Group will hold an
online, two-part event in
March, to assist member
companies in maximising
their energy efficiency.
In conjunction with Supply Chain North
East (SCNE), the NEAA has partnered with
members Komatsu UK, Kasai UK, Great Annual
Savings Group (GAS) and TDJ Services, to
offer proactive guidance for members as
inflation reaches a 30-year high of 5.7%.
With rising energy costs and businesses not
protected by the energy price cap, this is
a major cause for concern for companies
across the UK. The high rise in energy costs
is hitting companies hard, leaving many
struggling to remain competitive in a
globally cost driven environment.
In these times companies must be fully
aware of the changing market and find
alternative ways to save energy through
efficiency improvements and reducing fixed
and variable costs. This is only achievable if
the basic foundations are understood and
acted upon in a structured way.
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The first meeting, on 2 March, 11am-12pm,
features speakers Adam Brown, of NEAA
energy partner, Great Annual Savings Group
(GAS) and Richard Jennings, TDJ Services.
Adam Brown, will give an overview of the
energy landscape and what companies
should expect over the coming months,
along with energy intelligence and current
related legislation. GAS has a longstanding relationship with NEAA and its
members, offering free advice on reducing
expenditure and maximising energy
efficiency. Members will then gain insight
from NEAA member Richard Jennings of TDJ
Services on practical energy saving solutions
to help mitigate the ongoing challenge.
The second online session, on 17 March,
2pm-3pm, features speakers Paul Blanchard,
Komatsu UK, David Mellor and John Eddon,
Kasai UK, Adam Brown, Great Annual Savings
Group and Scott Atkinson, Komatsu UK.
Participants will be shown practical
examples of how an effective energy
reduction strategy can be planned
and implemented, with Paul Blanchard
discussing the basic foundations of energy
reduction and transferable best practice

from an established OEM. Members will be
shown case studies by Scott Atkinson, who
will talk through an energy reduction LED
lighting case study and David Mellor and
John Eddon, who will present an energy
monitoring case study. The session will also
include advice and support on reading an
energy bill from Adam Brown.
Paul Blanchard, managing director, Komatsu
UK, said: “The NEAA has demonstrated the
benefits of local manufacturing companies
collaborating when faced with the challenges
presented by the pandemic. I am sure
through collaboration and the sharing of best
practice on the subject of energy efficiency, all
businesses attending the webinars will benefit.”
Paul Butler, CEO, NEAA, said: “The last two
years have tested the business community as
a whole and it is still suffering the aftershocks.
Many of our members were hard-hit during
the pandemic and now face another
seismic hurdle, due to surging energy costs.
“I would encourage all of our members
to attend the online two-part event. The
quality of speakers means they will provide
the utmost value and practical advice for
companies large and small.

MEMBER FEATURE - NA COLLEGE

BUSINESS IMPROVEMENT TRAINING:
THE NAC ACCELERATOR HUB AND
IN WORK SKILLS PILOT
NA College are proud to have started
welcoming learners into our Accelerator
Hub earlier this year as we work to improve
business performance across the region.

students to transfer best practices of improvement techniques
from advanced manufacturing to other key sectors, whilst our
‘Manual to Digital’ module measures the impact made adopting
new technology within manufacturing and the benefits this
generates for the full production system.

Trained by our experienced tutors, students gain a wealth of
essential, adaptable knowledge from a variety of sectors that
can be moulded to their own workplace, allowing them to return
to employers equipped with a host of business improvement skills.

“Learning in the Accelerator Hub is so much better than learning
in previous environments. Sitting in a classroom feeling like you’re
back in school again doesn’t provide me with much creative
freedom as a person, I like to be in a more relaxed environment
and feel the freedom to engage with the content rather than
feel forced to learn it, so having the different environments within
the same room makes a huge difference to how you can learn.”
Kieran Hand, Accelerator Hub Learner

Combining multiple learning environments, the Hub is designed
to engage learners by allowing them to train in a way that is
suited to their needs, whether it be through collaborative social
learning, independent study or virtual reality activities. Our NEIoT
status exhibits how we’re utilising technology to provide fully
immersive experiences that retain interest whilst teaching essential
knowledge and skills, developing the workforce of the future.
Our partnership with the In Work Skills Pilot has seen us deliver two
key modules that enable learners to implement and prepare for
changes in their sector. Our ‘Transfer Best Practice’ module allows

Get in touch

If you would like more information, please contact:
Susan Bulmer
Email: susan.bulmer@nacollege.ac.uk
Tel: 07568 106 315 | 0191 466 1188
www.nacollege.ac.uk

MARCH 2022
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MEMBER COLLABORATION

NEAA MEMBER HELPS WITH THE
ALLIANCE’S DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION
Zest I/O’s modular business software
supports the NEAA to streamline its business
process systems and bring control in-house.
Background

ZEST I/O provides modular, agile, simple and tailored software
for product-oriented and project-oriented small to medium sized
businesses. The software solutions they offer help their customers
digitise, automate and streamline their business processes facilitating and enabling digital transformation.
As the NEAA grew, like most organisations, they faced increasing
resource constraints. The NEAA needed to streamline business
operations, improve insight and increase value added activities.
This was when the engagement with ZEST I/O began.

Approach and Solution

The whole NEAA team embarked on a digital transformation
journey with ZEST I/O. Several process review workshops were
held to facilitate interactive team discussions and review business
processes. The review process provided valuable insight into
the business, the challenges they faced and the opportunities
for improvement. This approach gave the NEAA team the
opportunity to look at their business processes and how they do
things with a new perspective.
Following the process review stage, business and digital priorities
were identified and the ZEST I/O team provided a configured
and tailored software solution according to NEAA’s requirements.
The NEAA have now implemented CRM, accounts, projects,
timesheet and expense modules from ZEST I/O’s Cloudsuite – a
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modular software suite ideal for small to medium sized businesses.
The sales and accounting modules have also been tailored to
facilitate NEAA’s membership-oriented business processes.

Outcome and Advantage
•

•

Streamlined the NEAA’s business process systems into one
modular software platform to eliminate non-value added
activities.
Brought the NEAA’s accounting function in-house to enable
better management and financial planning.

Testimonials

“The NEAA offers excellent continued support to their members
and the business network in the North East of England and beyond.
Our enterprise software applications and consultancy services will
help the NEAA deliver efficiency and productivity benefits in their
service delivery to their members, stakeholders and wider business
community. We are absolutely delighted to have the NEAA
onboard and the continued collaboration opportunities are ever
so important, especially for SME’s like Zest I/O.”
Zeynel Badak / Managing Director / Zest I/O
“ZEST I/O brings a fresh outlook to the concept of digital
transformation and cloud-based software for SMEs. Their cloudbased solution is end-to-end, truly modular and tailorable. We
wanted to adopt and embrace the ZEST Cloudsuite as part of
own digital transformation and continuous improvement journey.
Fundamentally, the ZEST Cloudsuite will remove some of the nonvalue added tasks associated with our current operation, allowing
more time for the NEAA team to deliver value add services to the
membership - and it’s great that ZEST I/O are member!”
Paul Butler / CEO / NEAA

NEAA NEWS

UK’S FIRST ZERO EMISSION AUTOMATED
LOGISTICS TRIAL ONBOARDS TERBERG

The onboarding of Terberg as a partner
and the receipt of a retrofitted electric
tractor unit is a huge success for 5G
Connected and Automated Logistics
(CAL) and its mission to be the first project
of its kind in the UK to deliver Zero Emission
Automated Logistics.
The 5G CAL project was awarded a share of £30 million through
5G Create, an open competition combining British creativity
with innovative new uses for 5G as part of the Department for
Digital, Culture, Media and Sport’s £200 million 5G Testbeds and
Trials programme (5GTT).
New project partner, Terberg DTS UK, is bringing a new dimension to
the £4.9m 5G CAL project announced in 2020, with partners including
the NEAA, Sunderland City Council, StreetDrone, Perform Green,
Vantec, Coventry University, Newcastle University and Connected
Places Catapult, with Nissan and Fergusson as contributors.
Terberg provides the HGV that will be retrofitted with
autonomous technology. Driven by an ambition to be one of the first
manufacturers to bring teleoperated HGVs to market, and allowing
these to be controlled remotely, Terberg is all set to revolutionise the
sector in the home of advanced manufacturing, Sunderland.
The Terberg YT202 (EV Model) – a fully electric yard tractor
designed for moving trailers in distribution centres, transport depots
and container terminals has been retrofitted by StreetDrone with
drive by wire components and a myriad of sensors and cameras.

Following further tests and a rigorous simulation study, the
autonomous and teleoperation trials of the Terberg YT202 can
now take place. This will involve scaling up the original trial route
to incorporate numerous, typical driving challenges such as
roundabouts, security gates, traffic lights, bridges and junctions
– all key tests to accelerate the development of an advanced
autonomous system and to help scale deployment.
The fully electric drive means the vehicle is economical to
operate and does not lead to emissions at the point of use, plus
the electric motor is quieter and requires much less maintenance
than a diesel engine.
Alisdair Couper, Managing Director at Terberg DTS UK, said: “Having
the vision to look to the future and to what it may offer is allowing
us to leverage the benefits that smart technology can bring to the
Sunderland region and further afield. The 5G Cal project will become
a measuring point for many a future development in this sector.”
Sunderland Council’s Chief Executive, Patrick Melia, said: “5G
CAL’s partnership with Terberg is yet another encouraging
milestone in the Sunderland Our Smart City success story and in
particular, our pioneering 5G CAL project.
Paul Butler, CEO of the NEAA, added: “This is a significant step
towards an autonomous supply chain. First this will allow for
such a vehicle to be teleoperated remotely, paving the way for
autonomous supply chains on a much larger scale. This has huge
implications across a number of sectors in addition to automotive
manufacturers, creating operational efficiencies and improving
productivity.”

MARCH 2022
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NEAA NEWS

NEW NEAA WEBSITE LAUNCHES THIS
QUARTER
After months in development,
the new NEAA website will
be launched in quarter one
of 2022.
Offering a host of member and
stakeholder features, the website is
designed to be used as an industry
reference tool, communication of the
NEAA’s objectives and vision, as well
as an online directory to showcase the
companies and capabilities that reside in
the North East region.
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stands directly via the site, as well as
additional paid for marketing services.
A new microsite has also been
developed to focus on the growing
North East electrification sector, under
the EV North brand. This will be used as
part of a campaign to support sector
attractiveness and new investment into
the region.

In addition to this, companies looking
to engage with the alliance can clearly
see the member services and benefits
available to them and some of the
collaborative success that has been seen
to date.

The website is part of a wider role out
of business processes as the NEAA has
adopted a new modular software suite
to manage CRM, accounts and projects
in-house (read more about this on page
6). The NEAA is looking to link the website,
and other digital platforms, to this system
for better management of member
accounts and to help streamline the
NEAA’s systems.

With a new e-commerce function,
members and the wider supply chain
can procure event tickets and exhibition

Laura Gage, Marketing & PR Manager at
the NEAA, said: “The new NEAA website
is a much better functioning platform

NETWORK

that enables us to clearly showcase the
sector and the regions capabilities, along
with acting as a lead generation for new
members.
“We have worked on creating a better
space for members where they can easily
keep profiles up to date, add their own
news and events, plus download industry
reports and the latest NEAA information.
Going forward, this directory will be a
great tool for local procurement teams,
and we have additional plans to plug it
into a wider collaborative network portal.
“The role out of the new website will take
place over a number of weeks as we trial
some of the functionality with a select
number of members to ensure it does
everything we want it to do.”
For further information on the new
website, please contact Laura Gage,
Marketing & PR Manager, on
lgage@northeastautomotivealliance.com

MEMBER COLLABORATION

TWO MEMBERS COME TOGETHER TO
DRIVE SUSTAINABILITY
SMS Smart Manufacturing Solutions
Outcome and Advantage
• SMS has reduced their carbon footprint by eliminating landfill
and Ekobox have partnered to reduce
waste - 58% is re-used, 34% is repurposed and 8% is recycled.
inefficiencies and environmental impact from
• SMS has saved over £500 on the procurement of gloves,
PPE recycling and general business activity.
sleeves and workwear through laundering and reusing these.
Background

Outsourced service provider Smart Manufacturing Solutions (SMS)
– which specialises in innovative solutions and Lean principles
to meet the quality and efficiency challenges faced by global
manufacturing companies – first connected with Ekobox via
LinkedIn after seeing an NEAA member welcome post.
Ekobox, who provide sustainable safety solutions for PPE and
supplies, joined the NEAA in June 2021. As a recent member
themselves SMS reached out to make an introduction.

Approach and Solution

Following initial discussions, the two companies could see a
synergy across their businesses and Ekobox supported SMS’s
environmental policy.
As part of the collaboration, SMS became a test partner for the
Ekobox PPE recycling process, which is full end of life recycling for
used PPE. SMS was able to provide analysis on the process and
where efficiency improvements could be made.

•
•
•

Ekobox has streamlined its PPE recycling process to be
more efficient.
The partnership has championed sustainability whilst saving costs.
NEAA’s member promotion has helped facilitate an
introduction that has led to a collaboration.

Testimonials

“Working with Ekobox reducing our carbon footprint has really
maintained the focus in the company and the financial savings
has enabled additional projects to start.”
Peter Williams / Quality and Systems Director / Smart Manufacturing
Solutions (SMS)
“Collaborating with SMS has been a huge benefit to Ekobox.
Their feedback and support has helped us refine our service
and implement improvements. Furthermore, the two businesses
have an aligned outlook on the importance of sustainability and
environmental responsibility.”
David Hunter / Owner and Manager / Ekobox

Ekobox has also helped SMS to reduce their own carbon footprint
by ensuring less waste is sent to landfill and gloves, sleeves and
workwear are laundered and reused. This has brought significant
cost savings over a short period of time.

MARCH 2022
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INNOVATION & TECHNOLOGY

INNOVATE UK DNA PROJECT TO
SUPPORT PEMD SKILLS CHALLENGE
Innovate UK’s Driving
the Electric Revolution
challenge, part of UK
Research and Innovation,
will invest up to £4.5 million
in projects building talent
for the future.
The NEAA and partner, Geek Talent, have
been awarded a share of this funding to
deliver the PEMD Sector Skills DNA Project,
which will identify immediate gaps in
skills, talent and training across the Power
Electronics, Machines and Drives (PEMD)
manufacturing and supply chains. The
project will also build awareness of PEMD
and provide advice on how best to fill
critical gaps in the UK’s workforce talent
and training capabilities.
Analysing free-text documents at scale is
a challenge for humans and computers,
but the NEAA and Geek Talent will deliver
a clear, game-changing intervention and
address a clear industrial requirement.
The PEMD Sector Skills DNA Project will
utilise the very latest in text analysis and
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classification technology capabilities to
analyse the most recent job adverts,
CV’s and training specifications and then
identify sector gaps.
Geek Talent, who specialise in real-time
insight into the UK job market and skills
landscape, will utilise data science and
technology capability to tailor a generalpurpose Natural Language Processing
(NLP) algorithm for the unique skills in
supply and demand within the PEMD
sector.
The projects’ output will be to produce a
dataset that can be shared to highlight
the skills gap in the North East. A new
visualisation web portal will be developed
to showcase this whilst providing
recommendations to industry, education,
and training providers to help close the
gaps identified.
To achieve this, the NEAA will be looking to
work with members to gather intelligence
on:
• Sector specific job adverts
• CV’s
• Current training specifications

Due to the time constraints and funding
available, this project will focus on three
job specifications and the role out of
the tooling and web portal, with a view
to scaling the solution for the rest of the
sector and the UK as additional funds
from commercial or Government funding
bodies become available.
Following the delivery of this project,
companies, HR professionals and
educational partners within the region will
be able to utilise the tool to understand
the skills gaps more clearly within
the PEMD sector and adapt current
processes, practises, and training courses
to close the gaps currently being seen.
For further details on this project and/or
any of the NEAA’s other Innovation and
Technology activities, please contact Chris
Appleby, Innovation Manager, at
cappleby@northeastautomotivealliance.com

TRADE & INVESTMENT

WE SALUTE CHRIS BLACK OUTGOING
CHAIR OF THE NEAA TRADE GROUP

After two years of inspiring
leadership, Chris Black,
global director of automotive
business development at TR
Fastenings, is stepping down
as Chair of our influential
NEAA Trade Group.
We would like to thank Chris for his huge
contribution to the success of the working
group and look forward to continuing
working closely with him and TR Fastenings
as part of this group and the wider NEAA
membership.
Paul Butler, CEO of the NEAA, said: “On
behalf of the NEAA, I would like to thank
Chris for his huge contribution to the
success of the Trade working group. He has
certainly brought a lot of experience to this
role, and I look forward to continue working
closely with him as an NEAA member.”
We are now actively looking to appoint
a successor to Chris and would be
delighted to hear from members interested
to learn more about the role. For more
details, please contact
enquiries@northeastautomotivealliance.com

The NEAA Trade Group was set-up in 2019
following member demand and direction
from the NEAA Board. The group supports
member needs in relation to trade activity
through networking, collaboration and
shared best practice.
Over the two-year period member
companies have met at various host sites
including Omega Plastics, the Port of Tyne,
and Connected Energy, where tours have
also been offered.
Members of the Trade Group now stand at
over 30 and include TR Fastenings, Envision
AESC, Tomlinson Hall, Advanced Electric
Machines, Dontyne Systems, ThinkPrime
and Hart Doors.
Trade Group members were fundamental
in the drive towards hosting the first NEAA
Automotive Export Week in 2020, which was
hailed a ‘resounding success’, attracting
over 60 speakers from across the globe.
In 2021 the Trade Group launched its new
strategy following a survey with members.
This was driven by the changing business
environment over the past year, particularly
Brexit and Covid, in addition to the global
market evolution and new regional investment.

The strategy is now addressing some of
these areas, including support with the
latest industry challenges in relation to
trade and identifying, facilitating and
understanding funding opportunities for
overseas trade missions. With only 58% of
members having a strategy for international
expansion, the group also plans to support
companies with developing a new trade
strategy.
Chris Black, said: “As Chair of the NEAA
Trade Group, the objective was to provide
valuable information, share best practice,
collaborate and clearly understand the
needs of the members and their strategy to
grow their export business.
With my knowledge and experience of TR
Fastenings global organic and acquisition
growth it gives me an excellent platform
to network with members and share my
expertise.
“I have enjoyed my role as Chair and thank
the NEAA team for all their support. I look
forward to continue working with the NEAA
Trade Group and sharing the members
success stories. I wish my successor best
wishes for the future.”

DECEMBER
MARCH
JUNE 2018
2022
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PAUL BLANCHARD: MEET THE MD
AT KOMATSU UK
Taking control at Komatsu UK in 2019, Paul has
expertly guided the business through one of the most
unprecedented periods in generations, emerging
from the pandemic with a healthy order book and
on the crest of a major recruitment drive.
A committed member of the NEAA, Paul is a
powerful advocate for the collaboration, and shared
best practice the Alliance offers.
Here he reflects on 30 years at Komatsu, his passion
for the manufacturing sector and how NEAA
membership helped the business negotiate some of
the challenges posed by a pandemic...
Tell us about Komatsu UK and the equipment you manufacture
at Birtley...
The global Komatsu operation celebrated its 100th anniversary
in 2021. It was founded to make tools for its parent company, a
mining operation, near the city of Komatsu.
At Birtley, we have been designing, developing and delivering
excavators of the highest quality since the plant was established in 1987.
When new, we helped redefine modern manufacturing in the
region, establishing Japanese practices and ways of working
unheard of in most UK plants.
Thirty-five years on, we are still at the forefront of manufacturing
excellence and our design team continues to break new ground
with its world-leading innovation producing medium and large
excavators for industry across Europe.
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Almost every part of the machine is now created at Birtley. Our
shop floor team is made up of fabricators, assemblers, painters, all
of whom play their part in the manufacturing process, but we also
have designers who are constantly improving the machines and
developing new ones; we have the quality team ensuring all of our
exacting standards are adhered to; and we even have engineers
who we deploy all over Europe to carry out and oversee any repairs
required on Komatsu machines.
We have a wealth of talent. Komatsu was responsible for the first
hybrid excavator on the European market, we developed intelligent
machines that can be controlled from thousands of miles away and
in the last six months our design team won accolades for our new
high-reach demolition excavator that does the job of two machines.
Every innovation has a purpose, and we work closely with our
customers to pinpoint the areas we can develop and improve upon.
For instance, our new high reach machine can change the work
equipment in 100 seconds without the operator ever leaving the
cab. This is a process that used to take hours and not long ago was
impossible and would require firms to have two separate machines.
Not only does innovation like this reduce downtime enormously, but
it improves on-site safety, it reduces carbon as machine efficiency
increases and it means projects can be completed in less time.
The drive towards electrification is evident across all aspects of
transportation, including off-highway. What role is electrification,
and other alternative energy/power systems, playing in Komatsu’s
current and future developments?
In short, a great deal. Every industry must look at ways to
reduce its impact on the planet, and we’re not only reducing
our own factory’s impact, but also ensuring our products are
as environmentally sympathetic as possible, which can be a
challenge for a 20+ ton machine.

Komatsu is at the absolute forefront of hybrid excavator development,
producing the first machine on the market. We designed a system in
which an electric swing motor-generator captures and regenerates
energy. That regenerated energy is stored in a capacitor and can be
used to swing or help the engine accelerate.
The hybrid system significantly reduces fuel consumption and we
have even developed an “carbon calculator” that helps our
customers work out just how many litres of fuel and CO2 can be
saved over the average lifetime of one of the excavators.
The intelligent machines help reduce CO2 emissions too – reducing
unnecessary on-site movements, with engineers able to set dig
depth, excavation angle and other variables from an office base
miles away. They can also factor in potential obstacles that will
prevent the machine operator from digging into an underground
pipe or cable. It may not be electrification, but it drives down
unnecessary movements which itself cuts carbon emissions.
Komatsu is an engaged NEAA member, regularly sharing best
practice across the network. Can you tell us about the activities
you have supported to date?
We have been involved with the NEAA since its inception, recognising
the value of collaboration across our industry, but also being able to
speak with a united voice on national issues and a forum in which we
can share best practice that improves the sector as a whole.
Our main activity is really utilizing the engagement offered by
Alliance membership. Being able to have those conversations
and meetings about issues that affect us all and working together
to find mutually beneficial solutions. It’s a fantastic resource for a
membership creating high value jobs in the North East.
Komatsu also really sees the benefit in the work NEAA does to
promote the fantastic work being done in the region.

Covid, the sharing of best practice via the NEAA networks was essential.
The ability to speak to other people across the industry and find out how
they were overcoming the challenges of social distancing, temperature
testing, safe movements around factories...all new issues we suddenly
had to overcome. It was amazing. And we were also happy to share the
protocols and practices we had developed and implemented too –
it was a coming together that really benefited regional industry.
Komatsu only had a short period of inaction, and this collaboration
and sharing of ideas and practice ensured we were back up and
running safely and efficiently.
In 2021, Komatsu launched a major recruitment drive. What does
the future look like for Komatsu?
Komatsu is enjoying a period of significant and sustainable growth
and long may that continue.
Everyone in our industry knows and appreciates how quickly things
can change, but our order books across the excavator range are
healthy and we are working hard to ensure we recruit the correct mix
of enthusiastic talent and experienced industry professionals.
In fact, we recently held a recruitment fair on site to remind people of the
exciting careers we offer at Komatsu. Another benefit of the NEAA is that
it has done a great deal to break down stereotypical misconceptions
about manufacturing being a traditional, “dirty” industry.
At Komatsu, employees often have more than one career without
ever leaving the business. People who start in fabrication migrate to
quality or production and end up progressing into areas they may not
have considered when enrolling as an apprentice or graduate.

How has Komatsu benefitted from being a member of the NEAA?
As I mentioned the engagement with other industry leaders
is incredibly important for us, but equally important is the
collaboration, which has been of huge benefit to us and, no doubt,
many other members in recent years.

Would you say that is why Komatsu has been successful in retaining
its workforce?
Yes, we are a community and many of the teams within departments
have an almost family feel to them. We have many employees who
started with us within a year of our opening. People who arrived
as raw apprentices or graduates and have developed their skills
and careers as the business has developed, while also developing
friendships that last a lifetime.

In 2020 when all manufacturers had to learn to adapt to the impact of

For more information on Komatsu UK, visit www.komatsu.co.uk
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BUSINESS RESILIENCE

THE BENEFITS OF BEING A MEMBER
OF NEAA’S SAFETY GROUP
Creating a culture fully
committed to health and
safety is a strategic goal for
the vast majority of NEAA
members.
As such, the Safety Group was created
in 2017. It is steered by project manager
at the NEAA, Stuart McGivern, and
participating members include Vantec,
Komatsu, Faltec Europe, GT Group,
ElringKlinger and Envision. The group is
chaired by Vince Rogan who is section L
leader - Health, Safety and Environment
at Marelli.
One such member is David Hudson,
EHS coordinator at automotive seat
manufacturer, Adient. Here he talks
about his role at Adient and the benefits
of being a part of the NEAA’s Safety
Group.
“Joining Adient as its EHS coordinator in
February, I brought experience in building a
health and safety culture in my previous roles.
However, I took up my post in the middle of a
pandemic and being offered access to the
NEAA’s Safety Group has been a rewarding,
valuable and reassuring experience during a
time of immense turbulence and uncertainty
for the supply chain.
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“Being a member, allows us to share
best practice and it is interesting to hear
about the processes in place across other
companies. A talk was recently held at
Vantec, providing us all with interesting
takeaways and areas for discussion,
particularly when it came to forklift trucks
and the systems and compliance in
place when unloading materials.
“From an Adient perspective, health
and safety and promoting a positive
workplace culture is a top priority. Within
my role, I oversee all of our procedures
ensuring that communication and
best practice flows throughout the
organisation.
“My job is always interesting and varies
by the day, from overseeing metrics
conducted on a monthly basis so that
we are recording incident rates, ensuring
HSC representatives, operations and
maintenance teams are all performing
and being both proactive and reactive
when it comes to potential hazards.
“Health and safety reviews take place
regularly and we work very hard to ensure
all systems are compliant and we have
successfully passed all ISO accreditations.
Internal and external audits take place
on a regular basis and all teams meet

frequently to ensure action plans are met.
“For anyone entering the site, masks must
be worn and safety tours and monthly
inspections take place.
“Digitalisation will play a big part moving
forward, we will be assessing digital tools
and looking at how they can measure
the procedures we put in place. This is
something we are keen to explore and
share with the safety group at the NEAA.
“All companies in the group are
exemplars when it comes to health and
safety and by working together and
sharing ideas, we can support and further
develop each other.”
The NEAA currently facilitates four
business resilience working groups,
consisting of Health and Safety, Energy,
Injection Moulding and HR, and members
also come together on an ad hoc basis
to discuss any key topics that require a
collaborative approach.
For more information on Business
Resilience and the working groups
associated with this, please contact Stuart
McGivern, Project Manager, at
smcgivern@northeastautomotivealliance.com

SKILLS

NEAA HR FORUM
CONTINUES
MOMENTUM
The NEAA HR Forum, which re-launched
virtually in 2021, is swiftly gathering pace
and interest amongst member HR functions.
With ongoing people management issues across the sector, in
addition to national recruitment challenges, the NEAA HR Forum
continues to be a great source of information and best practice
sharing for Tier One member companies.

The working group has come together to share best practice
and advice in relation to Covid HR issues, including the ending
of furlough, managing downtime, absence rate, sickness pay,
home working, vaccination status and more. The group have
also shared experiences around business travel following Brexit.
Recently, the North East Ambulance Service (NEAS) presented
to the HR Forum about paramedic-led first aid at work and
mental health training, in addition to defibrillators in the
workplace. This gave the HR teams a valuable insight into CPR
and mental health training.
Going forward, the group will look to engage with guest
speakers on a quarterly basis and will look to the membership to
support key subject areas of interest.
The NEAA HR Forum is for Tier One companies within the
membership. If you are a company that fits the criteria, and
you’d would like to express interest in joining the HR Forum,
please contact Stuart McGivern, Project Manager, at
smcgivern@northeastautomotivealliance.com

NEAA SUPPORTS LOCAL SCHOOL
WITH CAREERS ADVICE
Over the past three years, the NEAA has
been working with Jarrow School as an
Enterprise Advisor.
Stuart McGivern, NEAA Project Manager, has been working closely
with Paul Atkinson, Assistant Headteacher at Jarrow School to help
align its strategy and thinking to achieve the schools’ benchmarks.
Stuart has mentored Paul, offering his business mindset and industry
experience to enable the school to develop a careers strategy
that is better aligned to its ambitions and to ensure processes are fit
for purpose and measure accountability across the teaching staff.
This support has resulted in Jarrow School set to obtain all eight Gatsby
benchmarks of Good Career Guidance by the end of the year. The
school will also go on to obtain its Quality in Careers Standard this
Summer and much of the evidence that will be used to attain this
will come from Stuart’s mentorship. The Quality in Careers Standard is

the national quality award for careers education, information, advice
and guidance (CEIAG) in secondary schools, colleges and work-based
learning, putting Jarrow School ahead of many schools in the region.
The school has also benefitted from Stuart’s business links. He
was able to arrange for Adient, a seat manufacturer based in
Sunderland, to attend the school as part of a career’s awareness
day. The Year 10 students were given an insight into what Adient
does and were then set a challenge to design a new car seat for
teenagers. The student feedback was very positive, and it helped to
inspire many on their career journey.
Paul Atkinson commented on the support Stuart has offered: “Stuart
has been of great value to me and the school over the past three
years. I really value him as a mentor. His strategic mindset has kept
me on track and has challenged my thinking as we develop our
careers strategy. When we have put a new process in place, I
have always referred to the advice he has given me.”

DECEMBER
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TITLE PROGRAMME
SME
OF SECTION

SUPPLY CHAIN NORTH EAST
GRANTED EXTENSION TO JUNE 2023
The successful Supply Chain
North East programme has
been further boosted by an
extension that will see the
ERDF funding run through to
June 2023.
The Supply Chain North East programme,
a partnership between the North East LEP,
NEAA, RTC North, NEPIC and Generator,
works with businesses who want to
diversify, broaden their customer base
and unlock new market opportunities.
It provides businesses with tailored,
specialist advice in areas including sales
and marketing, digital transformation,
accreditation and compliance. Market
specialists are on hand to provide industry
insight and sector knowledge on UK and
international supply chains.
Throughout the duration of the
programme to date, the NEAA has
delivered varied support from funded
presence at the NEAA’s flagship North
East Automotive Expo, to three cohorts
of the Marketing for Automotive
programme, to other specialist courses in
the areas of wellbeing, electrification and
Business Resilience.
The Back to Business Basics Marketing
for Automotive Programme proved very
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valuable to SME’s by helping companies
to understand the fundamental tools and
techniques for successfully promoting,
selling and distributing a product or
service in the automotive sector. This
programme was delivered by B2B
marketing specialists Horizon Works who
have ran three cohorts.
David Hunter, owner and manager of
Ekobox who attended the June 2021
programme, said: “It was a pleasure
working with Horizon Works as part of the
SCNE Back to Basics Programme. The
body of work they produced as part of
the programme has been much more
than we ever expected.
“It was both thorough and insightful and
has allowed us to position the business
in a new direction. A large part of this
is based on their recommendations
and advice. We would not hesitate to
recommend the SCNE Back to Basics
Programme.”
The SCNE programme has also enabled
the delivery of funded exhibition stands
at the North East Automotive Expo in 2019
and 2021. The NEAA is delighted to be
able to offer this for a third year in 2022
when the Expo returns to the Beacon
of Light, Sunderland, on Thursday 29
September.

The Expo provides an excellent platform
for SMEs to showcase their products and
services whilst learning more about the
sector.
One company who benefitted from this
funded presence at the Expo in 2021
was Cobots Online, who automate
manufacturing processes.
Mark Thompson, Business Development
Manager at Cobots Online said: “We
found it hugely beneficial attending the
Expo last year. We had an exhibition
stand within the SME Zone that allowed us
to showcase our technology and engage
with the sector.
“As a result of attending the event, we
came away with some hot leads that
have since developed into enquiries and
new business. These opportunities may
not have happened otherwise.
“If you are an eligible SME then I would
encourage you to take the opportunity
to attend the Expo in 2022. It gives you a
great platform to meet with a range of
people from the sector and showcase
your products and services.”
To find out more, please speak to an
NEAA Advisor or email at
scne@northeastautomotivealliance.com

MEMBER COLLABORATION

SERVICE PROVIDER ACHIEVES SUCCESS
WITH B2B MARKETING SPECIALISTS
Jigsaw Business Group successfully rebrands
and grows brand recognition with the
support of fellow NEAA member Scarab4.
Background

Scarab4 – a specialist North East based B2B marketing agency – had
engaged with Jigsaw Business Group (JBG) at various NEAA events. As
part of ambitious growth plans, JBG required various marketing activities
and the company appointed Scarab4 as the business was a natural
fit, being a specialist in keys industries that JBG work with, including
manufacturing and engineering firms in the automotive sector.
Scarab4 was commissioned to deliver a series of activities from a
marketing strategy, brand refresh and rollout, website and promotional
video. The company now provides JBG with monthly retained services
including PR, email marketing, social media and website support.

Approach and Solution

Scarab4 worked with JBG Directors and employees to get an in depth
understanding to develop a comprehensive marketing strategy and
12-month plan. The company then executed the strategy, delivering a
full brand refresh to reflect JBG as it is today. This included a new logo,
signage, a suite of corporate brochures, business cards and a seamless
launch of an interactive and modern website. Scarab4 also supported
the business to effectively communicate the brand refresh to all
stakeholders using relevant channels.
Since the new brand launch in 2019, Scarab4 has worked closely
with JBG to provide effective PR, design, email marketing, social
media and event support.

•
•

•
•
•

management, business improvement, recruitment and training
and development and Jigsawsafe™ services.
Scarab4 created a ‘buy-in’ from all staff and the business’
relevant stakeholders as it transitioned the new brand.
A full suite of eye-catching marketing material ensures
consistency and brand recognition, whilst also appealing to
the target audiences.
JBG’s email campaigns had an average open rate of 24% (industry
average 21.33%) and click through rate 8% (industry average 2-5%).
In one-month Scarab4 gained almost £10k worth of PR
coverage in terms of AVE with a reach of 206,480.
Scarab4 has increased the company LinkedIn page
following to over 9000 followers.

Testimonials

“Scarab4 works with JBG as an extension our team. They’ve really
helped us to effectively articulate what JBG does and in a manner
that is very engaging and appealing to our target customer base.
With the company’s expertise in the sectors we operate, they were
an obvious choice and have not disappointed!”
Dean Stennett / Chairman and Director / JBG
“We have worked with JBG for over two years now and
have developed a really strong relationship. We continue to
be impressed by the team’s innovative approach to driving
transformational change across businesses and we are delighted
to be able to showcase the company’s offering.”
Jane Gatiss / Managing Director / Scarab4

Outcome and Advantage
•

A comprehensive marketing strategy solidified JBG’s brand
proposition across JBG’s five service areas: supply chain
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CUMMINS DARLINGTON PLANT
HITS 1.5 MILLION MID-RANGE
ENGINES
Cummins announced that its factory in Darlington has
manufactured its 1.5 millionth Mid-Range engine in January.
The site produced 66,000 engines in 2021, and employs around
1,500 people working in engine assembly, exhaust aftertreatment
manufacture, technical operations, and business support functions.
Craig Thomas, Darlington Plant Manager said, “Our workforce
has been through many challenges over the years, none more
than the current COVID pandemic. This milestone is a great
achievement and a recognition of all of their efforts to keep
engine production running and our customers supported.”
The Darlington factory opened in 1965, originally building
the Small Vee family of V6 and V8 diesel engines. In 1985
production switched to the Mid-Range engines following an
upgrade costing £13.5 million. The Mid-Range engines are the
B and C Series products, the forerunners of the ultra-clean low
emission products manufactured today. Spanning a range of
75 to 430 hp, they power a wide range truck, bus, construction,
agriculture, material handling, military, marine and power

generation applications around the world.
“The 1.5 millionth engine is destined for Hyundai Construction
Equipment in South Korea, who has been an important partner of
our off-highway business for over 30 years. This reflects the global
nature of our business, as we supply products to customers in over
50 countries from Darlington,” added Thomas.
Hyundai Construction Equipment was formed in 1985 and
manufactures a range of industrial machines including
excavators, wheel loaders, and forklift trucks. With a head office
in Seoul, South Korea it has operational centers in the United
States, Europe, India, Brazil, and China.

3,000-JOB NORTHUMBERLAND
GIGAFACTORY TO GO AHEAD
AFTER £1.7BN BOOST
The Britishvolt factory near Blyth has secured multimillion-pound
Government funding, leading to a massive private funding package.
Plans for a 3,000-job battery gigafactory in Northumberland are
set to become a reality after multimillion-pound Government
funding helped attract £1.7bn from private investors.
Work will start within the next two months on the Britishvolt factory
at Cambois, turning the former coal yards of the old Blyth Power
Station into a massive factory building batteries for electric cars.
As well as the 3,000 jobs that are hoped will be created directly on the
site, up to 5,000 more jobs could be created in the plant’s supply chain.
Business Secretary Kwasi Kwarteng yesterday visited the site to
welcome the plans, calling Britishvolt’s plans “world beating
technology”.
The company - which was only formed two years ago - has been
given a grant from the Government’s Automotive Transformation
Fund and has secured a partnership with investment groups
Trixtax and abrdn to fund the project. Government support is
stretching to ‘tens of millions of pounds’.
The announcement means that the North East will have
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the UK’s first two battery gigafactories, following plans from
Nissan and its battery partners Envision AESC announced next
year. The developments put the region at the lead of efforts
to de-carbonise the transport sector and contribute to the
Government’s net zero agenda.
The investment also comes just a few days after the North
East regained its unwanted title of having the UK’s highest
unemployment rate, with rising joblessness in the region running
counter to falling rates nationally.
Mr Kwarteng said: “This investment is enormously significant.
We’re talking about billions of pounds of investment, 8,000 jobs
and the re-industrialisation of the UK and the region.
“We look at a pretty rigorous programme when it comes to
investment but I was satisfied, as were my colleagues across
Government, that this is a really good use of taxpayers’ money
that can bring in billions of pounds of investment.”

MEMBER NEWS

SUNDERLAND LEADS THE WAY
WITH INTEGRATED SMART CITY
PLATFORM LAUNCH
Sunderland City Council has announced the deployment of a
new Integrated Smart City Platform (ISCP) to enhance services
and cement its position as a UK smart city leader.
The Council has signed a contract with Connexin, which will see the
IoT and smart cities provider implement its ConnexinOS platform. The
solution will pool data sets across adult social care, council tax, antisocial behaviour, environment incidents, health, and child services
from both the Council and will include third party data.
This collated information will be aggregated and analysed to
inform a collective and coordinated multi-agency response
at the earliest point, whether it be removing graffiti or helping
people who are at risk or need support.
ConnexinOS uses artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning
(ML), to identify trends in data sets and suggests the best course
of action, ensuring that no potential issues are missed and the
correct pathway is taken. The platform is also scalable, meaning
that the Council will be able to add and remove new solutions
and data sets to it in the future.

Liz St Louis, assistant director of smart cities at Sunderland City Council
said: “Connexin’s experience in delivering end-to-end smart city
projects with an agile, flexible and collaborative approach meant they
were the perfect partners to meet our needs in the short term, but also
increasing the scope and capabilities of the platform into the future.
“Working together, we will be able to put in place a platform that will
further revolutionise our services, continuously improving the smart
management of our city to create better futures for our communities.”
The contract between Sunderland City Council and Connexin will
run for three years and will cover the entire lifecycle of the project
from concept to delivery.

NISSAN AND PARTNERS SIGNAL
HUGE INVESTMENT IN ELECTRIC
VEHICLES
The alliance of Nissan, Renault and Mitsubishi is to invest €23bn to
produce a number of new electric models.
Car giant Nissan and its partners are to invest billions of pounds
in electric vehicles over the next few years. The alliance of
carmakers Nissan, Renault and Mitsubishi said they will jointly
launch 35 new electric vehicles over the next five years based on
five common platforms, including a successor to the Nissan Micra.
They also signalled a huge increase in global battery production.
The declaration of intent follows an announcement that Nissan
would manufacture a second electric vehicle at its plant in
Sunderland, working with battery partners Envision AESC and
Sunderland City Council to ensure production was fuelled by
renewable energy.
That announcement and news that the Britishvolt plant at Cambois,
Northumberland, is to go ahead means that the North East will
have the first two battery-producing gigafactories in the UK.
Renault, Nissan and Mitsubishi have already invested billions of
pounds in electric vehicles and the Alliance has announced it
is accelerating that with a total of €23bn (around £19bn) more
investment in the next five years on electrification.

Jean-Dominique Senard, chairman of the Alliance, told a news
conference: “Today the Alliance is accelerating to lead the
mobility revolution and deliver more value to customers, our
people, our shareholders and all our stakeholders.
“The three member-companies have defined a common road
map towards 2030, sharing investments in future electrification
and connectivity projects.
“These are massive investments that none of the three
companies could make alone. Together, we are making the
difference for a new and global sustainable future; the Alliance
becoming carbon neutral by 2050.”
The Alliance said it was working with partners to reduce battery
costs by 50% in 2026 and 65% by 2028. 90% of the companies’
new models will be based on five common EV platforms,
covering most markets, in all major regions.
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Heliox Energy
Providing future-proof rapid charging solutions
tailored to your business needs.
Heliox provides world-class smart energy management solutions
that are tailored and scalable within a fast-changing e-mobility
landscape.
We are working towards a sustainable world where a seamless
charging experience is the standard for every electric vehicle,
and this transforms the way we power our everyday.
•
•
•

We design, build, install, maintain and monitor
We offer products scalable within a fast-changing e-mobility
landscape
We focus on a sustainable world with a seamless charging
experience for all

Since 2009, Heliox Energy have evolved into a company serving
a worldwide customer base and is the market leader in fast
charging systems within public transport, e-trucks, marine, mining
and port equipment.

Netherlands, Glasgow, Scotland and Montgomery County,
Maryland (USA).
Heliox provides smart e-mobility solutions, available as hardware
products, software and key services.
If you would like any more information, please contact:
Email: info@heliox-energy.com
www.heliox-energy.com

In 2017, the company installed one of Europe’s first and largest
rapid charging networks for the e-bus fleet in Eindhoven, The
Netherlands; and over the past two years, has created ‘model
city’ energy ecosystems around the world in Den Bosch,

Fuzzy Logic Studio
3D Visualisation and Simulation Solutions to
Enhance Enterprises
Fuzzy Logic Studio is a software development company that helps
organisations enhance processes, communication, and customer
experience using cutting-edge Immersive Technologies - Augmented
Reality (AR), Virtual Reality (VR), and photorealistic 3D visualisations.
These visualisation and simulation tools can impact training
and skills development, maintenance, sales, marketing, and HR
onboarding. Examples of how AR and VR can be applied within
the automotive sector include:
•
•
•
•
•

Placing and interacting with realistic 3D digital twins in context,
reducing training costs and improving knowledge retention.
Overlaying digital instructions onto real-world objects, ensuring
compliance and minimising human error.
Projecting real-time data onto physical items, improving
monitoring and reducing downtime.
Connecting in-field technicians with remote off-site support,
minimising downtime and transferring knowledge.
Simulating hazardous or inaccessible environments, improving
safety and reducing equipment costs.

Research has shown that Immersive Technologies can help to
reduce training times by 35 percent and minimise human error by
up to 96 percent.
Fuzzy Logic’s clients include Hyundai, Renault, Anglo American,
United Nations (UNIDO) and Microsoft. The company is also
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developing an Augmented Reality training solution that
forms part of a UK-wide skills development programme. This
programme equips the current and future workforce with the skills
necessary for the electrification drive.
Over the past three years, Fuzzy Logic has received eight industry
award nominations. It was also named ‘AR Developer of the
Year’ in 2013.
For more information, please contact:
Harvey Trent I Director
Mob: +44 (0)7423 780 363
Email: harvey@fuzzylogicstudio.io
www.fuzzylogicstudio.io

Ansell
At Ansell, we’ve been protecting people for over
125+ years because everything we do begins – and
ends – with safety, from our people to our products.
With more than 14, 000 employees spread across locations in North
and South America, EMEA and Asia, Ansell enjoys a prominent position
in the field of protecting hands and the body that support health and
wellbeing. Having said that, Ansell means much more than protection
alone; our products and services also give people all over the world
the confidence they need in what they are doing and, as a result, we
enable businesses and employees to perform better.
Ansell operates in different segments: Ansell’s Industry department
manufactures and sells high-quality hand and body protection
for a wide range of industrial applications. Ansell protects over 10
million workers every day in virtually every sector: OEM, automotive,
chemicals, metal manufacturing, the fabrication of machinery and
equipment, food, construction, mining – and so many more. With
Ansell products they always know they are protected and can
perform safely and effectively. Our category expertise, innovative
products, trusted brands and advanced technologies give peace
of mind and confidence that no other company can deliver.
By expanding the Company’s global reach, category depth and
robust innovation pipeline, we support our customers’ growth and
provide solutions for new needs. Just as we lead the way in the
safety industry, we continue our efforts to reduce environmental
impact, optimise our production processes and apply an

Photo caption: AnsellGUARDIAN® provides personalised safety assessments that
helps increase compliance and optimise your business performance.

environmental lens on our products that will yield long-term
sustainable benefits for people and the planet.
To discover more about our solutions, visit our website or contact:
Robert Devine I Regional Sales Manager - UK & Eire
Email: robert.devine@ansell.com
www.ansell.com

Sertec
Sertec is a leading name in global car parts manufacture,
with highly-specialised expertise in lightweight body
structures and Electrical Vehicle components.
We are extremely proud to be a member of the North East
Automotive Alliance and we are looking forward to collaborating
with the membership to develop and support new opportunities.
Sertec has over 60 years’ experience, specialising in the
manufacture of complex lightweight body structures and electric
vehicle components for major automotive OEMs and Tier-Ones.
Our people, manufacturing processes and technical expertise
provide innovative solutions that deliver value and reliability for
our customers. This leads to long partnerships with our customers
who trust and invest in our business.
We support our valued customers from the concept design and
development phase through to production. We have bespoke
engineering teams for all aspects of product development that
include product R&D, design feasibility and tooling capability
(sourced competitively in either Europe or Asia supported by our
multi-functional engineering team based in China).
Our production capacity includes automated stamping processes
requiring capacity up to 1000 ton (progression and transfer),
automated assembly cells, wireform assemblies and fine blanking

manufactured across well invested facilities in the UK and in Europe.
More recently, we have specialised in high volume automated
no-touch production capacity required for EV components,
resulting in the launch of two significant production facilities
manufacturing Battery Cases and Modular Busbar Assemblies.
For more information, please contact:
Email: sertec.group@sertec.co.uk
www.sertec.co.uk
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Manosun Ltd (Hand Protection UK)
Manosun is a 2021 grassroots business from the
ashes of COVID in 2020.
The founder Steven Patterson with 18 years specialist experience
within Hand Protection and Health & Safety started this venture
to bring the most innovative styles with performance and design
with a drive for product development at an end-user level.
We are based within the North East with a select distribution
network with Great expansion plans for 2022 including a New
warehouse complex incorporating offices for our proposed
salesforce that will eventually bring the Manosun brand to all
corners of the Hand Protection market.
All Manosun products are sourced from one sustainable
factory out of China (Shanghai) to control Cost, Quality and
Development. Cost and Quality can sometimes be detrimental
to each other leading towards high usage, you really do get
what you pay for….
Your support can help bring growth to a local company with a
wealth of experience and gain the benefits of quality industrial
Hand Protection within your business.

and advising any and all members with Hand Protection support
and information, if and whenever it is requested.

For further information, please contact:
Steve Patterson I Country Manager UK & Europe
Tel: +44 (0) 191 501 8081
Email: steven.patterson@manosun.co.uk
www.manosun.co.uk

I look forward to utilising the opportunities that come with
becoming a member of the NEAA and meeting with, supporting

Rescue Pod Training Solutions
Rescue Pod Training Solutions Ltd are a locally
based Specialist Safety Training company,
specialising in Working at Height, Rescue and First
Aid.
Our business is rooted in industry, and we have developed skills
and solutions to ensure our customers staff are trained and
confident to carry out their duties in a safe manner and can
react effectively in the event of an emergency.
We have extensive experience in various industrial sectors such
as Windfarms, Railway, Schools, Factories, Warehousing for
high bay racking and several other locations. This experience
of varying industries gives us a clear understanding of the
challenges faced by workers and the hazards that may be
faced whilst carrying out a multitude of duties.
We offer a bespoke personalised service to our clients by
carrying out a consultancy service prior to an offer of training
being made. We want to ensure that our clients needs
are being met as we do not believe in the “One size fits all
approach”. Therefore, we aim to deliver training on site, working
in the real environment with exposure to the hazards of the
workplace, which enables participants to better apply the skills
we teach.
In addition to our Training and Consultancy Services, we can
recommend and supply Working at Height, Rescue and First Aid
equipment from a variety of manufacturers. Having access to a
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range of products again allows us to offer the right equipment
based on our client’s needs.
Our aim is to be the ‘go to’ Safety and Rescue business in the
North East and our friendly personal approach will allow us to get
closer to our clients and build great business relationships which
will in turn keep your employees safe.
For further information, please contact:
Email: info@rescuepod.co.uk.
www.rescuepod.co.uk

Smart Manufacturing Solutions
Smart Manufacturing Solutions are an outsourced
quality solutions provider for the automotive,
locomotive and aerospace sectors.
Our services are designed utilizing decades of experiences in
manufacturing, using lean principles to optimize product quality,
process efficiency and effectiveness. We support some of the
region’s top OEMs and tier 1 suppliers with the following key services:
SMS Key Services
• New Product Launch – Auditing, engineering support, Batch &
Hold, Concept to aftersales
• Component Inspection & Rework – Multi-point inspections &
Complex component Reworks
• Fully Managed Service – Bespoke project management with
Headcounts from 1-500+
• Heads only skilled & unskilled – Associate to senior manager
level Short & Long Term
• Permanent recruitment – Specialists, engineering,
Management, skilled and unskilled labour
• Lean 6 Sigma Support – Utilising DMAIC methodology and
lean principles
• EV & Lithium Battery Support – Engineering, Electrical &
Mechanical Live working technicians
Here at Smart manufacturing’s solutions we have developed our very
own state of the art paperless data capturing application, that allows
for a more dynamic approach with problem solving and to support
all technologies KPIs production/logistics/quality/engineering.

A fully interactive live dashboard enabling problem break downs
and photographic evidence, scrap and rework quantities.
This enables a data driven approach for the implementation
of permanent corrective actions & downloadable data for a
more in depth analysis to take place, and for components to be
rescheduled for inventory needs.
We also have recruitment and payroll arms to the business and offer
very competitive rates for both perm recruitment and payroll services.
For more information, please contact:
Tel: +44 (0) 333 443 2522
Email: info@sms-ltd.org
www.sms-ltd.org

Balluff
Balluff is proud to announce it is now a member of the
North East Automotive Alliance.
Founded 100 years ago near Stuttgart, Germany Balluff has
since expanded into 68 countries and is a global partner for the
automotive industry and for automotive suppliers.
Our high-quality automation solutions include intelligent sensors,
identification and network solutions to help you increase your
productivity, minimise downtime and ensure the highest quality
in your production.
With future-oriented technologies, market-oriented solutions and
industry expertise, Balluff advances automation in the various
branches of vehicle assembly such as welding, stamping, battery
manufacturing, powertrain, tyre manufacturing and painting.
Working closely with OEM’s, machine builders, systems
integrators, planning offices and maintenance staff we can
continuously develop our solutions and offer you exactly what
you need.
We have a local and global network to assist you on-site with
technical consultations, sales and after-sales service and
provide custom tailored product data to keep your projects
running smoothly We offer individual e-catalogues, application-

LIFTING UP
TO THE
NEXT LEVEL
We transform the
automotive production

specific product modifications, holistic software and systems
solutions, and comprehensive logistics concepts to find the right
solution for you.
Find out more about Balluff including our range of sensors,
identification, condition monitoring, network solutions, IO-Link,
RFID, vision and safety devices.
For more information, please contact:
Tel: +44 (0) 1606 812777
Email: sales@balluff.co.uk
www.balluff.co.uk
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www.northeastautomotivealliance.com

